We present a method using an extended logical system for obtaining \correct" programs from speci cations written in a sublanguage of CASL. By \correct" we mean programs that satisfy their speci cations. The technique we use is to extract programs from proofs in formal logic by techniques due to Curry and Howard. The logical calculus, however, has the novel feature that as well as the conventional logical rules it includes structural rules corresponding to the standard ways of modifying speci cations: translating (renaming), taking unions of speci cations and hiding signatures. Although programs extracted by the Curry-Howard process can be very cumbersome, we use a number of simpli cations that ensure that the programs extracted are in a language close to a standard high-level programming language. We use this to produce an executable re nement of a given speci cation and we then provide a method for producing a program module which respects the original structure of the speci cation as much as possible. Throughout the paper we demonstrate the technique with a simple example.
Introduction
One of the most exciting applications of formal speci cations is in the formal development of programs. By gradually re ning a high-level speci cation one eventually obtains a low-level \program" or \executable speci cation" as in 14] , 15] . If each re nement step can be proved correct, then the resulting program is guaranteed to satisfy the original speci cation. In this paper instead of proving the correctness of a re nement step a posteriori, we show how we can construct re nements from proofs in a way similar to that in which programs are extracted from proofs in mathematical logic (see 3], 6], 2], 11], 1]). As our framework we use a subset of the algebraic speci cation language CASL 19] that supports structured algebraic speci cations with rst-order axioms and structuring mechanisms for unions of speci cations, translating, and hiding symbols from the signature of a speci cation. As programs we consider executable speci cations where function symbols are speci ed by means of terms from a simply typed lambda calculus. 1 We choose the simple notion of model inclusion for re nement: 2 a speci cation Sp 1 is a re nement of a speci cation Sp (written Sp ; Sp 1) if all models of Sp 1 (restricted to sig(Sp 1))are also models of Sp. In the rst step we derive a simply typed lambdaterm e for each function symbol f of a speci cation Sp by extracting lambda-terms from proofs of the axioms of Sp over another data structure speci cation, say Sp 0 to obtain Sp 1 extending Sp 0 by de nitions of the form f = e. Sp 1 is, by construction, a correct re nement of Sp and, if Sp 0 is executable, then Sp 1 is also executable and we are done.
Otherwise we repeat the process. 3 The new contributions of this paper to the development of speci cations are as follows. As far as we know, ours is the rst approach (building on our earlier 18]) using programextraction from (formal) proofs in the area of structured algebraic speci cations. Moreover it enhances the program extraction techniques already developed for rst-order predicate calculus by methods for dealing with structural rules. A further advantage of our approach is that by the extraction techniques studied in 1], 11] and 2], the programs that are automatically extracted are close to those a human developer would have written and the structure of the speci cation is mirrored in the dependencies of the module extracted. The only similar approach we know of is that of Smith 16] in the SpecWare system. He uses similar techniques to construct speci cation morphisms. Our technique di ers from his in the speci cation-building operations and in the program-extraction technique.
The paper is organized as follows: In x 2, we introduce the speci cation language and introduce our example. which is developed throughout the paper. x 3 gives the background from mathematical logic, presenting a sound and complete proof-system for properties of structured speci cations in constructive rst-order logic. x 4 studies Curry-Howard reductions and strong normalization. and we present our method of program extraction and the transformation of the extracted programs to a \human-readable" form.
Structured speci cations
In writing large speci cations it is convenient to design speci cations in a structural and modular fashion by combining and modifying smaller speci cations. This helps us to master the complexity arising from a large number of function symbols and axioms. We employ three speci cation-building operations from CASL 19] . A basic speci cation is of the form h ; Axi, where is a signature consisting of a set of sorts (i.e. names for carrier sets), a set F of S ! S-sorted function symbols and a set P of S S-sorted predicate symbols. Ax is a set of -formulae. Each such formula is a Harrop formula (see x 4) sometimes of the form f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) = e where e is a -expression. (For the nal syntax see x 4 .)
The speci cation-building operations for constructing speci cations from basic ones are: translation, union and hiding. 4 As the concrete syntax for our examples we use a subset of the speci cation language that admits all the above constructs together with the syntax of simply typed lambda-calculus. 5 We assume that all our speci cations include the appropriate axioms for equality (see 3 Only a nite number of steps will be necessary. 4 In 18] we used SPECTRUM instead of CASL, building the sum of two speci cations instead of union and export instead of hiding and we wrote 1. Sp for the translation of Sp by , where is a symbol mapping, 2. Sp 1 + Sp 2 for the sum of the two speci cations and 3. Spk for hiding the symbols in from the signature, where is a symbol list. 5 In our language we do not treat subsorts and we assume that all functions are total. Note that many of the other common speci cation operators (extension, revealing, and local speci cations) used in CASL can be constructed from these three operators.
Logical Rules
Example. We use the following example throughout the paper to illustrate our method of program extraction from a structured speci cation. Consider the three speci cations Nat a, Nat b and Nat c in Fig 3. (We shall eventually show how we can obtain a program for c in Nat c.) First we unSkolemize (see Theorem 3, x 3) the axiom for c:
9y : Nat y s(s(s(s(0)))): We prove this formula constructively, using the other two speci cations (Nat a and Nat b), and then extract a program for y which computes c. From this, we can produce an executable speci cation, and also a program module corresponding to it, which is a re nement of Nat c.
The formal calculus
We extend the Curry-Howard terms, or proof-terms, for a logical calculus for structured algebraic speci cations based on classical logic, introduced in 18], to one based on constructive logic. 8; 9 There are two reasons for doing this. First we can extract programs directly from the proof-terms, and secondly it allows us to make further extensions which we describe in x 4.
We use the syntax of CASL with logical connectives For the de nition of Harrop formulae and a discussion of their rôle see x 4. The restriction is not signi cant in practice and in particular is no restriction at all in the case of algebraic speci cations with purely universal axioms. 7 In particular, we use the extension \SP then ; Ax" as shorthand notation for \SP and hsig(SP) ; Axi". 8 Constructive (or Intuitionistic) logic is not commonly used in formal mathematical proofs, but in fact most proofs used in Computer Science to produce programs are either constructive or can easily be made so. 9 Indeed, for proofs of formulae of the form 8x : s; 9y : s 0 A(x; y), where A is quanti er-free, and contains no free variables other than x and y, any classical proof can be transformed into a constructive one (see Kleene 13] or Schwichtenberg 3]). 10 We need all of these connectives because e.g. 12 This type will therefore be non-empty when A has a proof. 13 Remarks on the rules. 1. For the rules (_iI), B must be a sig(Sp)-formula in (_1I) and A must be a sig(Sp)-formula in (_2I).
2. As usual A t=x] denotes the result of substituting t for all free occurrences of x in A subject to avoiding clashes of variables; and, in the rules (8I) and (9E), the individual variable z must not be free in C nor in any uncancelled premise. The logical rules are standard for a constructive system. 14 There are two kinds of logical rules: introduction rules and elimination rules. With the logical rules, the speci cation of the conclusion includes those of the premises while, for the structural rules, the change in the structure is re ected in the speci cation of the conclusion. 15 Theorem 1 (Soundness and completeness). The above system of logical and structural rules is sound and complete. The proof of completeness 16 proceeds as in Cengarle 5] . We use the at (basic) normal form theorem as in 18], x2, the interpolation and compactness theorems for rst-order constructive logic. In addition to logical axioms and the axioms in the speci cation, we also have some implicit axioms that must be made explicit in our logical system. First the usual axioms for equality are assumed (i.e. re exivity, symmetry, transitivity and substitutivity in both functions and predicates). Secondly, if a speci cation predicate is decidable, then we have the law of double negation for such predicates including equality at the base level, 17 e.g. 8x : s; 8y : s (::x = y ! x = y) and we note that this is a Harrop formula (see x 4).
We are now ready to prove the unSkolemized axiom for c Nat c 9y : Nat y s(s(s(s(0)))) (1) and also a proof of C from B then we get a proof of C from A _ B. 4. Likewise in (9 E), if we have a proof of 9x : s A and a proof of C from a proof of A with free variable y, then we can get a proof of C. 5. As in 18] x 3, we assume that there are functions for(d), sp(d) and con(d) from proof-terms to formulae, speci cations and contexts, respectively, such that for(d) is the formula proved, sp(d) = Sp and con(d) is the current context. We call sp(d) the associated speci cation of d. 14 We use slight variants of the ones found in 7], but these can readily be replaced by those of any other natural deduction system. 15 A proof is, as usual, a tree whose leaves are axioms or assumptions and where suceeding nodes are obtained by the rules. 16 This logic is constructive. The same result also holds for classical logic when the law of double negation is added.
where p union 2 (union 2 (d; Nat b); Nat c). We can then substitute a here, because a is in the current speci cation, i.e. applying 8-E, with a for x, obtain: Finally, we wish to prove equation (1) (8) This is the unSkolemized version of the axiom for c in Nat c, as required. Later we shall show how to extract a program for c from this Curry-Howard term. 18 Note that we do not need brackets in Nat a and Nat b and Nat c because of footnote 11 above. 19 Although k 0 is initially complicated because of the logical steps required, nevertheless it rapidly reduces as in x 4 below because the formulae involved are Harrop.
Extracting Programs from Proofs
There is a well-known map from constructive proof-terms to terms in a simply typed lambda calculus with product types which yields programs. 20 We call the terms of] this calculus . We now describe the analogous map for proof-terms extended with structural symbols. The proof of strong normalization (see 18]) for such a lambda calculus shows us how to obtain (programs for) new functions from proof-terms for theorems of the form 8x : s; 9y : s 0 A(x; y). Each proof-term can be thought of as a program (in a lambda calculus with dependent sum and product types). Thus, proof normalization, proof-term reduction and program evaluation may be considered as equivalent notions. A similar (naive) method of program extraction might be used for our proof-terms. So, in this sense, the proof-term (a + b; k 0 ) of Nat a and Nat b and Nat c (a + b; k 0 ) : 9y : Nat y s(s(s(s(0)))) (7) can be thought of as a program. Unfortunately, such a direct method of program extraction yields awkward programs. There are two reasons for this: one concerns Harrop formulae, and the other the use of (hide).
Harrop Formulae and their Associated Reductions. First 20 In fact these can readily be transformed into programs in the usual programming languages (such as C++, ML, etc.). 21 Harrop formulae are named for Ronald Harrop (see his 10]). 22 The substitution that we need is as in 18] supplemented by substitution of the extra terms we have because of the additional logical rules. However, if we use the implementation of the reductions given in 7] for case and select, then we do not need any extra clauses. 23 We have assumed that the speci cation and contexts for the two proofs of C are the same. It would be possible to admit di erent speci cations and contexts but then there would need to be some adjustment in the reduction to ensure that the conclusion of the reduced proof had the same speci cation and context as the original. for (_1I) immediately followed by (_1E). This is because the conclusion may be used in a later inference. giving programs from certain proof-terms, we must be careful of the use of (hide). For instance, the proof-term in formula (8) If we were to extract the program for this term using the extraction map as it is de ned, ignoring the applications of (hide), we would obtain the illegal term a + b which contains the hidden symbols a and b.
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To avoid this we insist the proof-term be modular according to de nition 2 below. 26 We say that a Curry-Howard term e depends on a symbol t if the proof associated with e contains the symbol t. extract(p) removes \non-computational" type information from p to extract a simple type. The de nition of extract is given in the appendix and is the same as in 2] or 3], modulo the hiding, translating and union operators and the algorithms we have given above in x4 which are used in an extraction map for getting programs from proof-terms. 27 For the example above in (7) without hide , we have extract((a + b; k 0 )) = a + b. For the moment we consider a CASL syntax extended with product and disjoint union types in the range of functions simply for the convenience of presenting our results easily.
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Notice that the interaction is principally between the proof-terms h 1; gi and d. 25 Later, we shall in fact produce an executable speci cation by adding a de nition for c as the output of the] program extracted from this proof. For this we shall require that the program extracted contain references only to the visible symbols in its associated speci cation.
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Note that de nition 2 below is, in fact, an inductive one associated with the de nition of a proof.
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The reader is referred to our appendix and ( 2] and 3]) for details, including how the speci cation is computed. These algorithms can be extended to an extraction map which extends the usual algorithm by replacing occurrences of t by the application of to t (written (t)) and replacing terms of the form unioni(a; Sp) by a prior to \deleting".
First
Skolemized formula is true for a certain function f. In order to de ne our extraction procedure we need the extended Skolemization of any constructively provable formula A. That is to say, given a constructively proved formula A, we build an equivalent Harrop formula P(f A ) which will be true for a certain function f A . In the same way in addition to functions from proof-terms we can also consistently add functions given by explicit de nitions but in the general case, proving consistency can be very di cult. The great advantage of the above process is that when we add a new function de ned by a program obtained from a proof-term, then consistency is guaranteed.
De nition 3 (Extended Skolemization
Example (cont.). We extract a program from our proof of (7) (s(0))) ). Eliminating Critical Subterms. As has been noted, we are unable to use the rule (Sk) to extract a program directly from a term involving critical terms such as (8) . If we were permitted to use (Sk) on (8) , then the equational de nition f = a + b would be added as an axiom to the speci cation Nat c. This axiom involves symbols which are not visible in the signature and here adding such an axiom to a speci cation would result in a speci cation that was not well formed. Critical terms occur often using program extraction because we use functions from other speci cations. In order to achieve a re nement of a target speci cation, these functions are often hidden. There are two methods for eliminating critical terms from a proof term. 1. uses the extraction rule (Sk) and involves introducing an extra function for each such term and 2. involves adding new assumptions which will be satis ed by any suitable speci cation. Method 1. Using the extract and unextract maps given above, we can transform any proof term into one which contains no critical terms. However, in this case we shall acquire an extra function and de nition or axiom. We rst show how this may be done. ) and will be a conservatively correct re nement of Sp by the de nition of extract. The nal speci cation will be a re nement of sp(d). So, as a corollary of this lemma and our (Sk) rule, we can extract a program from any proof. First, we apply the procedure outlined in this lemma to remove critical subterms. Then we apply (Sk) to extract the program.
Example (cont.). If we apply the procedure of Lemma 3 to (8), we obtain the proof-term As can be seen, this new term contains no critical subterms. If we now extract a program from this term using (Sk),we obtain the following executable speci cation: There is an alternative means of eliminating critical terms. This involves transforming a proof by replacing (hide) rules with (Ass-I) rules. The disadvantage of this method is that although we may have established a formal proof for a formula to which we apply hide, we lose this information by taking the formula proved as a new assumption. We omit the details.
Executable Re nements. We re ne a speci cation Sp start to an executable specication Sp ex. Then Sp ex is said to be executable if every function in the signature has an equational de nition in Ax(Sp ex) of the form f = t (where t is a term in ). Recall (see Remark 5, footnote 13, above) that each valid proof-term t has an associated structured speci cation sp(t). We use this property and our extraction rule (Sk) to produce the required executable re nement.
Theorem 3 (Executable re nements). Given a speci cation Sp start. If every unSkolemized axiom in Ax(Sp start) is constructively provable in our calculus (possibly using other speci cations), then there is an executable speci cation Sp ex which is a conservatively correct re nement of Sp start. Proof. We construct a nite series of re nements Sp start = Sp 0 ; ::: ; Sp k = Sp ex. Given a speci cation Sp i, we obtain Sp i+1 as follows. 1. Take the rst function symbol g 2 sig(Sp i) which is not a constructor for a sort and does not have an executable de nition in Ax(Sp i).
2. Take the conjunction of all the axioms in Ax(Sp) in which g occurs.
3. UnSkolemize this conjunction. This will produce a formula of the form A 8 ? ! x 9y P( ? ! x ; y). Program Modules. It would be desirable to take such an executable speci cation and to map it to a set of programs (a module) which have a structure that mirrors the structure 30 Note that the proof may use any axioms from Sp i except those in which g occurs. of the executable speci cation. For the purposes of this paper we de ne a simple modular programming language with a clear semantics that supports union, translation and hiding of modules. where Spec ranges over structured speci cations, ranges over symbol lists, and ranges over symbol maps.
Notes: 1. A program declared in a module may contain references to functions not declared within the same module. 2. The operator can be thought of as a module adapter, which allows for modules to be reused with di erent names for functions. If we were to apply any translating maps to speci cations prior to making them into modules, then there would be no need to add translating to the syntax of the language.
We place the following restrictions on modules: Extracting Modules from Speci cations. We can extract a basic module from a basic executable speci cation Sp simply by taking all function de nitions as declarations in the module. We build a structured module from a structured speci cation by mapping the structure building operators of the speci cation to the corresponding operators of the module. One problem is that the declarations may contain references to functions of speci cations that are not executable. We treat these speci cations as module variables, and abstract over them at the end of the process to produce a generic module. This process will give us the following theorem. \Programs" here means terms of our simply typed lambda calculus .
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These restrictions could be relaxed. Note that generic modules allow us to express higher order dependence of functions on functions, but that this dependence is not \explicitly" revealed in the typing of name-program pairs.
Proof. M is the result of the recursive procedure GetModule applied to Sp. At the same time GetModule will give us a list of variables BV (Sp) fX 1 : Sp 1; :::; X n : Sp ng. 1 Because Nat a and Nat b are not executable speci cations, they correspond to module variables X 1 and X 2 respectively. If we can nd modules which realize these speci cations, then we can instantiate this generic module, obtaining a working program which computes c. The programs for a and b are encapsulated in GetModule(Nat c 0 ). However, the function f is not encapsulated (although its de nition is). So, c = f is a correct de nition of c that respects the encapsulation of the two submodules.
Design Considerations. We have seen how speci cation building operations correspond to module building operations. The location of the (hide) rules breaks the proof up into sections which correspond to modules: once the location of the (hide) rule is xed, the design decision has been made.In the present procedure the proof process corresponds to a module design process where xed decisions are made with respect to the placement of the (hide) rules. The application of (hide) in a proof corresponds to a design decision about the encapsulation of the resulting modules which will be extracted. However it is possible to move the other structural rules up and down proofs (see 18]). For example, if a logical argument is reused for several di erent speci cations, then it will probably be convenient to leave all the translations to the end of the proof. We shall also normally try to move all the translations together into one large translation.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described a method which combines the techniques of structured speci cations and program extraction in order to produce correct programs from structured speci cations. As Sannella pointed out to us after seeing 18], it is not possible to separate the structural rules for building speci cations from the logical rules in a proof completely. Nevertheless it is possible to provide a modi ed proof which gives rise to program modules. These modules are principally determined by the location of the applications of hiding (or export, as it was in 18]). We have shown how this can be done and illustrated the technique by a very simple example.
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The Curry-Howard technique we have used gives rise, in its simplest form, to very complicated programs. However, by the heavy use of techniques dependent on Harrop formulae we are able to reduce this dramatically. We have partially implemented our system and it produces readable programs, with a highly modular structure, in ML, directly from proofs. The techniques we use are readily extended to systems with induction (and therefore recursion in the programs). We have presented our work in the context of CASL and a logical system which is very standard so that it will be as easy as possible to read. We de ne a map over formulae of our logical system to types of . Given a formula F, (F ) will give us the (computational) type of the program extracted from the proof of F. is de ned by cases. If A is Harrop, then (A) = H, otherwise, is de ned as below. The de nition for extract is in Fig. 3 . It assumes the proof-terms are modular.
Note that the nal speci cation and the list of assumptions can easily be computed from the original proof-term.
